Objectives-We sought to develop a clinical algorithm combining serum PSA with detection of TMPRSS2:ERG fusion and PCA3 in urine collected after digital rectal exam (post-DRE urine) to predict prostate cancer on subsequent biopsy.
Introduction
More than 20 years after introduction of PSA into clinical practice, substantial gains in prostate cancer mortality reduction have been realized, but concurrent limitations in the performance of PSA in selecting patients for prostate biopsy have persisted. These limitations have been further underscored by recently reported results from the European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) and Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO), that together indicate a continued need to improve upon serum PSA as our leading tool for prostate cancer early detection. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The need for additional biomarkers that supplement PSA is reflected by the number of ongoing studies in this field. Amongst numerous experimental biomarkers for prostate cancer early detection, prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3) 7 and recurrent gene fusions involving TMPRSS2 and ETS family members (such as TMPRSS2:ERG) 8 have shown promising results in preliminary studies and can be detected in post-DRE [9] [10] [11] urine specimens that are suitable for possible use in clinical diagnostic strategies. One possible drawback of new molecular targets for early detection such as PCA3 or TMPRSS2:ERG fusion could be that they may only identify certain subgroups of cancer cases. In this context, one approach for optimizing performance of such biomarkers in predicting prostate cancer diagnosis is to develop models that combine different biomarkers to generate clinically useful, 'multiplex' algorithms for identifying candidates for prostate biopsy based on results of multiple biomarker assays combined with PSA test results.
In this study, we sought to verify the association of prostate cancer with detection in urine of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion, PCA3, and investigated how these biomarkers may be combined with serum PSA levels to develop clinically practical algorithms for predicting prostate cancer diagnosis.
Materials and Methods
Urine samples were collected after attentive digital rectal exam (DRE) from forty-eight men undergoing prostate biopsy at 2 clinical practice sites participating in the National Cancer Institute/Early Detection Research Network biopsy cohort. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained at the collaborating institutions and informed consent was obtained from these men. Demographic and pre-biopsy clinical parameters including age, race, history of smoking, height, weight, family history of prostate cancer, history of previous prostate biopsy, DRE findings, pre-biopsy PSA, and prostate volume as estimated by transrectal ultrasound scan (TRUS) were obtained using interviewer-administered questionnaires and abstracting data from patients' medical records. Urine collection cups containing DNA/RNA preservative (Sierra Diagnostics LLC) were used to obtain urine from each subject after digital rectal examination was performed by the practicing urologist. Each patient subsequently underwent a prostate needle biopsy (PNB) by the urologist using the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines. 12 PNB results were reviewed and histology confirmed by institutional pathologists.
The details of methods used for RNA isolation from urine sediment and Transplex Whole Transcriptome Amplification (WTA) have been previously described. 10 Quantitative RT-PCR was used to detect the expression of 2 prostate cancer biomarkers PCA3, and TMPRSS2:ERG and the control transcripts PSA and GAPDH from WTA-amplified cDNA using methods essentially as described. 13 The primer sequences for GAPDH 14 and PSA 15 that serve as sample controls have been previously described; all samples were informative based on detectable levels of these controls. Threshold cycle (C t ) values for PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG for each sample were generated during the exponential phase of qPCR. TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status and PCA3 were each dichotomized as a binary variable to reflect positive or negative status as described. 16 Demographic and pre-biopsy clinical parameters were compared between men diagnosed with prostate cancer vs. men without prostate cancer in their PNB using Kruskal-Wallis tests for continuous variables and Fisher's exact tests for categorical variables. . Exact univariate logistic regression was used to examine the association between PSA, PCA3, and TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion with the presence or absence of prostate cancer on PNB.
The performance of each biomarker, including serum PSA, as a screening test was evaluated and sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and the area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve AUC, with 95% bootstrap CI, were calculated. A multivariable logistic regression model predicting the presence of prostate cancer on biopsy was then developed using backward selection. The initial model contained serum PSA, PCA3, and TMPRSS2:ERG as potential predictor variables. The inclusion of serum PSA in the multivariable model was evaluated both as a continuous variable and as a categorical variable at PSA cut-offs of 2.5, 4, and 10 ng/mL. Calibration was evaluated by comparing average model risk and observed proportion with prostate cancer overall using Hosmer and Lemeshow's goodness-of-fit chi-square test on deciles of risk and by calculating the AUC.
All analyses were done using SAS version 9.2 at 0.05 level of significance and two-sided pvalues were reported.
Results
The demographic and pre-biopsy clinical parameters of 45 men from whom post-DRE urine samples were collected before prostate biopsy for these analyses and informative RNA was obtained are presented in Table 1 . Fifteen (33%) men had a diagnosis of prostate cancer on biopsy of which 7 (47%) have a Gleason 7 or higher. Of the 30 (67%) men without prostate cancer on biopsy, 5 (17%) had either atypia or prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) or both identified on histology.
In the univariate analysis of the pre-biopsy clinical parameters, men diagnosed with prostate cancer had significantly higher serum PSA level and increased PSA density as compared with men without prostate cancer (both p<0.05). The other demographic and pre-biopsy clinical variables were not significantly different between men found to have prostate cancer on biopsy and those not having cancer. The predicted classification of the presence or absence of prostate cancer on biopsy using serum PSA as a binary variable and the experimental urine biomarkers is as shown in Table 2 . Fourteen (31%) men had positive TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status in urine while 33 (73%) men tested positive for urine PCA3. In univariate analysis of these urine biomarkers men diagnosed with prostate cancer were significantly more likely to have a positive test result for TMPRSS2:ERG with OR of 12.02 (95% CI 2.37-77.25, p=0.001) whereas positive test result for PCA3 (OR=7.81; 95% CI 0.93, 373.31, p=0.063) was not significant. Eight (18%) men had elevated serum PSA (cut-off of 10 ng/mL) and were more likely to have prostate cancer on biopsy as compared to men with PSA <10 ng/mL (OR=2.36; 95% CI 0.54, 12.54, p=0.011) but not at 2.5 or 4 ng/ mL cut-offs. Although PCA3 had the highest sensitivity of 93% in predicting prostate cancer, TMPRSS2:ERG was more specific (specificity = 86.7%). TMPRSS2:ERG had the greatest discriminatory value with an AUC of 0.77 (95% CI 0.61, 0.90); the performance of serum binary PSA at a cut-off of 10 ng/mL (AUC = 0.67; 95% CI 0.53, 0.81) and PCA3 (AUC = 0.65; 95% CI 0.54, 0.76) were not as effective.
We next evaluated whether the performance of the individual tests in predicting prostate cancer diagnosis would be improved by combining serum PSA with urine TMPRSS2:ERG and PCA3 biomarkers. Multivariable logistic regression yielded a model wherein urine PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG were each significant (p values = 0.044 and 0.001 for PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG respectively; AUC = 0.82; 95 % CI 0.67, 0.96). Serum PSA (which was evaluated both as a continuous and a binary variable at cut-offs of 2.5, 4, and 10 ng/mL) was eliminated from the model at 0.05 level of significance, possibly due to sample size limitations. However, the AUC of this 2-variable model was not significantly better than that of serum PSA alone either as a continuous or a categorical variable at cut-off of 10 ng/mL (both p>0.05). Thus, recognizing the clinical utility of serum PSA and its significance in univariate analysis, we explored the effects of adding serum PSA back into the model (Figure 1 ). Although urine PCA3 became marginally insignificant (p=0.06), the performance of the multivariable model was optimized by including serum PSA at a cut-off of 10 ng/mL.
The discriminatory ability of the multivariable model combining serum PSA (at cut-off of 10 ng/mL), urine PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG biomarkers, was better than any of the individual biomarkers alone [AUC = 0.88 (95% CI 0.75, 0.98) for the multivariable model vs., 0.62 for serum PSA at cut-off of 2.5 ng/mL , 0.60 for serum PSA at cut-off of 4 ng/mL , 0.67 for serum PSA at cut-off of 10 ng/mL, 0.65 for PCA3, and 0.77 for TMPRSS2:ERG; Table 2 ; Figure 1 ]. At a sensitivity of 80%, the specificity of PSA alone in this cohort ranged between 20 and 37% (corresponding to serum PSA values of 1.7 and 3.0 ng/mL respectively). At this level of sensitivity, the multivariable model using serum PSA at a cutoff of 10 ng/mL showed marked improvement in specificity to 90% (compared with 37% for serum PSA alone and 53% for the multivariable model using PSA as a continuous variable). Table 3 shows the utility of this model in a clinically relevant format in making a decision to or not to send a patient for prostate biopsy. In a less restricted biopsy selection scenario at high sensitivity (93%), an individual with any of serum PSA ≥10 ng/mL or positive urine PCA3 or TMPRSS2:ERG test will be recommended to have a prostate biopsy. However, with the more restricted biopsy selection criteria at high sensitivity and specificity (80 and 90% respectively); at least two of the above conditions are required to make a recommendation for prostate biopsy.
Comment
The performance of serum PSA as a biomarker for prostate cancer early detection is undermined by several limitations, including substantial false positive and false negative tests results because PSA is produced in benign as well as malignant prostate tissue. Hence, there is a need to identify biomarkers that are more specific for prostate cancer and that may thereby improve prospects for prostate cancer screening and early detection. 5 Recent advancements in high throughput technologies have provided a large inventory of candidate biomarkers that might prove to be more selective and potentially more useful than individual biomarker when combined in a multiplex model. 17 Multi-gene tests have for example been established for breast cancer to predict recurrence after tamoxifene treatment. 18 Tomlins et al 8, 19 identified the recurrent gene fusion of the androgen regulated gene TMPRSS2 to members of the ETS family of transcription factors (ERG, ETV1 or ETV4) in majority of prostate cancers. TMPRSS2:ERG is by far the most common subtype of ETS fusions accounting for approximately 85% of all ETS fusion-positive samples. In PSA-screened prostatectomy cohorts from North America, Europe and Asia, the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion has been reported to occur in approximately 50% of prostate cancers. 20 The presence of TMPRSS2:ERG fusion in prostate cancers seems to predict a more aggressive natural course of the disease and associated increase in prostate cancerrelated deaths has been reported. 21, 22 Thus, patients with TMPRSS2:ERG fusion might possibly benefit from curative therapy. Moreover, the fusion transcripts can not only be detected in specimens from prostatectomy, but recent studies have shown that TMPRSS2:ERG fusion can reliably be detected in the urine of patients collected after DRE by PCR 9, 10 which has the advantage of being a convenient, non-invasive procedure. Briefly, urine specimen is collected after DRE, a process comparable to that used for commercial urine PCA3 test. The urine sample is transported on ice and can be stored at 4°C for up to 4 hours before centrifugation to separate sediment and supernatant, with the cellular sediment then stored and transported at −80°C until further processing using RT-PCR assay. Although laboratory processing has been further simplified for forthcoming studies with the commercial assay, the costs of these molecular assays may be substantial. Despite this limitation, the assay may help some men avoid the anxiety and discomfort associated with undergoing prostate biopsy.
In this study, we detected TMPRSS2:ERG fusion in post-DRE urine sediment of 10/15 (67%) of prostate cancer positive cases whereas 26/30 patients without cancer were TMPRSS2:ERG fusion negative, resulting in a specificity of 87%. Two other studies investigated TMPRSS2:ERG fusion in urine and reported similarly high specificities of 93% and 73%, respectively; and one study evaluated TMPRSS2:ERG fusion in expressed prostatic secretions reporting a specificity of 80%. 23 However, prior studies have not evaluated the utility of combining serum PSA test results with noninvasive detection of TMPRSS2:ERG and PCA3 in developing models to predict prostate cancer diagnosis in a clinically relevant context, as we explored in this study.
We also found that of those who had negative prostate biopsy result in our cohort, 4/30 (13%) had a positive TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status. The finding of TMPRSS2:ERG fusion positive cases in patients with negative biopsy is a rare event: for example, no Fluorescent In-Situ Hybridization (FISH)-based assay has reported ETS gene rearrangements in normal prostate glands, proliferative inflammatory atrophy (PIA), or benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). 24, 25 So this raises the question of false negative prostate biopsies (a limitation of PNB which is widely recognized) and highlights the possible utility of TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status in identifying a subgroup of patients that need to be followed up more closely for possible repeat biopsy, despite their negative prostate biopsy result.
Another urine biomarker that we evaluated in this study was Prostate Cancer Gene 3 (PCA3), a non-coding RNA that is highly over-expressed in prostate cancer. 26 The urine PCA3 test has been shown in some studies to be superior to serum PSA testing in predicting positive prostate biopsies. 11, 27, 28 The sensitivity of urine PCA3 in predicting prostate cancer has been reported to be as high as 62%. 9 In our cohort, we observed an even higher sensitivity of 93%. Combining PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG detection from post-DRE urines has been evaluated in two prior studies: Hessels et al. 9 reported an increase in sensitivity from 62% (PCA3 only) to 73% when combined with TMPRSS2:ERG. Laxman et al 16 evaluated the performance of a multivariate model combining TMPRSS2:ERG fusion, PCA3, and other urine biomarkers in early detection of prostate cancer and reported an improved AUC of 0.756 with the model compared with 0.662 for PCA3 alone.
Our findings corroborate the utility of combining detection of PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG in post-DRE urine, and extend this paradigm to include consideration of concurrent serum PSA test results in a simple clinical algorithm that would include consideration of all 3 test results as components of clinical decisions regarding prostate biopsy. We found an improved discriminatory ability over either of these biomarkers alone when serum PSA, urine PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status were combined in a multivariable model (AUC = 0.72 for PSA, 0.65 for PCA3, 0.77 for TMPRSS2:ERG vs. 0.88 for the multivariable model; Figure  1 ). The multiplex model is simple and clinically relevant as illustrated in Table 3 where in a less restricted biopsy selection scenario, patients with serum PSA ≥10 ng/mL or any of positive urine PCA3 or TMPRSS2:ERG test will be recommended to have a prostate biopsy. On the other hand, in a more restricted screening scenario with high sensitivity and specificity of 80 and 90% respectively, only patients with at least two of serum PSA ≥10 ng/ mL, positive urine PCA3 and TMPRSS2:ERG will be recommended for prostate biopsy. Unnecessary biopsies would thus have been avoided. For example in the latter scenario, 30/45 (67%) of prostate biopsies would have been avoided at the risk of a false negative rate (FNR) of 3/15 (20 %). Hence combining serum PSA, urine PCA3 and TMPRSS2: ERG showed marked improvement over serum PSA alone which at the 80% level of sensitivity, the specificity ranges between 20 and 37%.
There are, however, several limitations to this study. Notable among these is the small number of patients. Hence, this represents only a pilot in evaluating the feasibility and performance of combining PCA3, TMPRSS2:ERG and serum PSA in a multiplex model that provides a basis for selecting patients for biopsy. Validation of the urine TMPRSS2:ERG fusion assay and the multiplex model's performance and feasibility in a larger cohort are thus warranted. In addition, we used a quantitative RT-PCR assay to measure PCA3 in urine sediment, and evaluation of this model with the commercially available TMA assay of whole urine would help inform broader clinical applicability. 28 Furthermore, a larger validation study would help determine whether a multiplex model combining PCA3, TMPRSS2:ERG and serum PSA can better predict aggressive versus indolent prostate cancer than any of these biomarkers alone.
Conclusions
Early detection of prostate cancer is crucial to providing an effective therapy to patients. These new biomarkers can potentially fulfill this task more effectively than serum PSA alone, when used in combination. We have shown in this pilot study, that TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion and PCA3, especially in combination with serum PSA, are very attractive targets with respect to early detection of prostate cancer. Both markers can be detected in patients' urine after attentive digital rectal examination which could be the basis for a noninvasive, easy-to-use clinical test. cancer prior to biopsy. The multiplex model had a greater AUC than PSA alone (0.88 versus 0.72). B): Serum PSA as a categorical variable (cut-off = 10 ng/mL) in the multiplex model resulted in comparable model performance (Equal AUC of 0.88 for both multiplex models implementing serum PSA as continuous or categorical variable at a cut-off of 10 ng/mL). This represents a clinically more relevant and easier to use model (Table 3 .) Serum PSA at cut-offs of 2.5 (AUC=0.62; 95% CI 0.52, 0.72; sensitivity = 93%, specificity = 30%) and 4 ng/mL (AUC=0.60; 95% CI 0.50, 0.75; sensitivity = 73%, specificity = 47%) were not statistically significant predictors of prostate cancer (p>0.05) possibly due to sample size limitations. Abbreviations: PNB=prostate needle biopsy; PSA=prostate specific antigen; PPV=positive predictive value; NPV=negative predictive value; AUC=area under curve Table 3 Clinical application of the multivariable model in selecting patients for biopsy In this cohort all patients with PSA ≥ 10 had either TMPRSS2:ERG, PCA3, or both detectable in their urine
